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1. INTRODUCfION

The Mamasa language is an Austronesian language on the island of Sulawesi.
It is often considered a dialect of Toraja (Sa'dan).' Most of the approximately
100,000 speakers of Mamasa live in the eastern part of Kabupaten Polewali-
Mamasa, although the language area does extend into the Kabupatens of Tana
Toraja and Pinrang. The Mamasa language is comprised of at least three dialects:
northern (Kecamaian Mamasa), middle (Kecamatans Sumarorong, and Pana'), and
southern pf Pattue' (Kecamutan Polewali), This study reflects the phonology of the
northern dialect. The field work that is the basis for this paper was conducted in
the village of Tatale, Desa Tawalian, Kecamatan Mamasa.t

2. PREVIOUS STUDIES

Not much has been published about the Mamasa people and language. There
are three articles in Dutch by A Bikker, who was a missionary living in Mamasa
during the 1930's. The first of Bikker's articles is about marriage and rice
ceremonies. It has a number of short texts which, as Mills has guessed, contain
many old forms. The second article by Bikker is just a short description of the
travels of the children of Pongka Padang, who was the common ancestor for all the
Pitu Ulunna Salu) (PUS) area' <some of Pongka Padang's children settled in the
'Mamasa area as its first inhabitants). There is no text material in the article
outside of the explanation of place names. Bikker's third article contains 70
Mamasa riddles. There is also one article in French by Jeannine Koubi, who did
research in the greater Toraja area in the 1970's. Koubi's article contains a long
text about the ancestor Ambe' Susu. Unfortunately her informant, who was born in
Toraja, used a mixture of Toraja and Mamasa. In checking the first paragraph of
the text with a Mamasa speaker a number of differences in lexicon and phonology
were discovered." There is a small book in Indonesian by Arianus Mandadung
about the Mamasa area and culture. His book was written with the purpose of
revealing the potential for tourism in the Mamasa area. The only article in English
about the Mamasa language is Valkama's survey report on the Toraja sub-family of
languages.

1 Valkama (1987:124) considers the language of Mamasa to be a member of
the Toraja subfamily, which consists of: Toraja, Mamasa, Kalumpang,
Luwu/Rongkong, and Talondo',

2 Research for this paper was carried out under the auspices of the
Cooperative Program between Hasanuddin University and the Summer Institute of
Linguistics.

3 Pitu Ulunna Salu, literally the 'seven heads of the river', refers to the ancient
confederation of seven kingdoms centered around the headwaters of the Mambi
River in Kecamatan Mambi. Each of these kingdoms was headed by one of
Pongka Padang's children .

.•Koubi's other two works were recently brought to my attention but I have yet
to see a copy of them.
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3. SEGMENTALS

3.1 Phones and phonemes

This section is a description of the phones and underlying phonemes of the
Mamasa language.

3.1.1 Chart of phones

The following phones are present in Mamasa:

Table 1: Mamasa Phones

CONTOIDSs
labial alveolar alveo- palatal velar glottal

palatal
stops

vI p p: t t: k k: R ? A

~ b d g
alli~~ ~
frivative s s:
nasal m m: n n: 9 g:
lateral . 1 I:
trill r r:
semivowel w y

VOCOIDS
front central back

h~h i u
mid tense e 0

lax. e
~w a

diphthong a' ae aO au

3.1.2 Chart of phonemes

.Underlying the previously mentioned phones are fifteen consonant phonemes
and five vowel phonemes. .

S [A] symbolizes a weak (lenis) glottal stop which occurs when a vowel sound is
rearticulated. In words such as [muba'ta] 'you bring' the two vowel sequence is not
separated by a strong glottal stop, nor is the vowel the lon~ vowel [a:]. [R]
symbolizes an unreleased voiceless velar stop. The symbol [:] IS used to indicate
length on the consonants.
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P t k ? b d g mOD J r s wy
syllabic - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
consonantal + + + - + + + + + + + + + - -
continuant - - - - - - - - - - + + + + +
nasal - - - - - - - + + + ~ - - - -
anterior + + - - .+ + - + + - + + + - -
coronal - + - - - + - - + - + + + - -
wic~ ----++++++++-++
back - - + - - - + - - + - - - + -
lateral - - - - - - - - - - + - - - -

Table 2: Mamasa Phonemes

CONSONANTS
labial alveolar palatal velar glottal

stops
vI p t k?
vd b d g

fricative s
nasal m n U
lateral I .
trill r
semivowel w y

In comparing the phoneme chart with the phone chart there are several sounds
that are not considered phonemic: ["'], [e], [s], the diphthongs, and the Ion]
consonants. The weak glottal stop [A] occurs only between 'double' vowels, the [cJ
is in free variation with [t] before the high vowel [i], [e] is an allophone of leI which
occurs in closed syllables, the diphthongs are phonemically Ia/ followed by another
vowel in a penultimate syllable, and the long consonants are reinterpreted as
geminate clusters. .

3.1.3 Feature matrix

The following are the feature matrices for the Mamasa phonemes listed above,

Table 3: Feature Matrices

CONSONANTS

VOWELS
i e a 0 u

syllabic + + + + +
high + - - - +
low - - + - -
back - - + + +

S8 Mamasa

VOWELS front central back
. u

hi~h ~ 0
m~ a
low



3.2 Interpretation

3.2.1 Consonant vs, vowel

Mamasa, like many other languages, presents a problem in the interpretation
of the segments [u] and [i]. In the following positions they are ambiguous: 1)
between two vowels, 2) word initially before a vowel, and 3) word finally following
a vowel.

The easiest of these three enviroments to deal with is the intervocalic. In that
environment these segments are interpreted as rw) and [y). This is supported by
the lack of unambiguous three vowel sequences Intramorphemically in Mamasa. It
is further supported by historical and comparative evidence. Consider the following
words from Mamasa, PUS (Pitu Ulunna Salu), Toraja, and the Proto-South
Sulawesi (PSS) reconstructions of Mills (1975).· .

Mamasa PUS Toraja PSS6
/awan/ /repre/ laanl '"a(b )ang 'hull'
lawak/ /feFJfe?1 laak! *awak 'waist'
/bulawan/ /buJaflam/ /buJaan/ "bulawan 'gold'
/kayu/ /kaju/ /kayu/ "kayu 'wood'
Igayanl Igfejre/ IsayaIJI "'gayang 'stab'
Iboyo?/ !b0Jo?/ !boyo! "'boyo(k) 'squash'

The second environment in question, that of word initially before a vowel, is
not as easily dealt with. I will attempt to show that they are best interpreted as [w)
and [YI. For our discussion here we will consider the following words:

Mamasa PUS Toraja7 PSS
uasel luasel /wase/ ·wase 'axe'
uani /uani! Iwani! "wani 'bee'
uai) /u~ai! Iwai! "wai 'water'
iao /ia~ol Idao/ --.. 'above'
iaya] ----- Ida(y)a/ *daya 'upstream'
ioloJ liolol Idolol ·010 'earlier'

A few notes need to be added to the above:

1) In the Toraja dictionary the forms uase, uani, uai are also found.

2) There is a rule in PUS that allows for the allophones [w] and [y] before
stressed vowels (Campbell (this volume:6).

3) While Mills reconstructs a PSS initial ·w he does not reconstruct a PSS
initial "'y. .

6 Parentheses in the Proto-South Sulawesi data indicates that the consonant in
question cannot be reconstructed.

7 Parentheses in the Toraja data indicates that both forms containing the sound
and forms without the sound were found in the Toraja dictionary.
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ta.u 'person'
li.u 'continuous'
re.u 'sword grass'
ba.i 'pig'
ru.i 'move soil in rice field'
Ue.i 'to place'

Stress in Marnasa falls on the penultima of a word (see section 4.1). Stress
placement is affected by the addition of a suffix to a word: that is, stress is placed
on the penultima of the word inclusive of any suffixes.

[
reu] 'sword grass'
reuoku] 'my sword grass'

3.2.2 Sequence vs, unit

There are three sets of sequences that warrant discussion: nasals followed by
homorganic stops, geminate consonants, and two-vocoid sequences.

60 Mamasa

4) Older Mamasa speakers tend to write words such as [uai] as uai while
younger speakers tend to use the w to symbolize the first sound.

5) Some speakers of Mamasa will write the last three words of the above list as
;yaD, iyaya, and iyolo, others will write them as yao, yaya, and yolo, while others
writes them as lao, iaya, and lola,

6) There is a PSS (and PAN - Proto Austronesian) locative marker ·di which
may have a reflex i- in the Toraja languages (the Toraja dictionary lists both i- and
di-, but it is found only in frozen forms in Mamasa, that is, native speakers view
words such as illau? 'downstream' as single morphemes and not as Ii -lau?/)

7) there are word initial vowel sequences in Mamasa that are unambiguous
such as ao? 'bamboo'.

Considering the above factors word initial [w] is posited for the following
reasons:

1) since there are no three vowel sequences in Mamasa [uai] 'water' must be
interpreted as [wail, and

2) the existence of word initial ·w in PSS.

Although Mills does not posit word initial .y for PSS it appears that speakers
of Mamasa have begun to interpret word initial [i] as [y] when It is found in forms
involving the now frozen locative marker i-. Thus we conclude that Mamasa does
have word initial [y] in a limited number of words.

In the third environment, word finally following a vowel, the segments lui and
Iii are interpreted as [u] and [i]. This mterpretanon is based on native speaker
intuition and stress placement.

In words that end with a vocoid sequence containin~ the segments [u] and [i]
word finally native speakers make the following syllable divisions.
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All nasals followed by homorganic stops are interpreted 'as sequences, and not
pre nasalized stops for two reasons: 1) they never occur word initially or word
finally and 2) both members of the sequence are established as separate phonemes.

lam.paJ 'mat'
lam.be?! 'father'
/ben.to.en/ 'star'
lin.do?! 'mother'
Isam.po! 'cousin'
Isau.go.reIJ! 'peanut'

'Double' consonants are interpreted as geminates on the phonemic level which
are realized as long consonants on the phonetic level. They occur only at syllable
boundaries, where native speakers consider the first stop as the coda of the first
syllable while the other stop is the onset of the second syllable.

lap.pa?j 'four'
lan.na! 'and'
/bit. ti?! 'calf {of leg)'
liI.IonJ 'nose
/sok.Ko?/ 'corn rice'

Two-,:ocoid sequences are interpreted as sequences and not as diphthongs for
the followmg reasons: . .

1) In all cases both parts of the sequence have been established as separate
phonemes in other enviroments,

2) When the stress shifting possessive suffixes are added to words containing
vowel sequences the stress moves to the second vowel of the sequences except in
the case of !aI initial sequences:

/bue! ---> (b6el 'beans'
/bue-ku/ ---> bueku] 'my beans'

!puaol ---> (p6au 1 'lord'
/puaO-ku/ ---> puanku] 'my lord'

Ipeol --- > [PeO] 'loincloth'
{peo-naJ ---> pe6na] 'his loincloth'

but:

/bail ---> [bai] 'pig'
/bai-ku/ ---> [bainkuJ 'my pig'

From this it seems sequences of vowels are best thought of as sequences since
stress shifts to the second member of the sequence in the above enviroment. The
diphthongs that do exist are really sequences on the phonological level. See the
diphthongisation rule discussed in section 6.1.2.

3) Native speaker intuition. When Mamasa is written two-vocoid sequences
. are always written as a sequence of two vowels.



3.3 Description of phonemes

3.3.1 Consonant phonemes

The Mamasa consonant phonemes are shown word initially, medially, and
finally in the following list.

Table 4: Positions or Consonant Phonemes

/pl initial Iparcl [pAce] 'rice plant'
medial lapi/ [api] 'fire'

It! initial ftedonl ftedOlJ] 'water buffalo'
medial Ipitul pitu] 'seven'

/k/ initial /kaluku/ Ikal6kU] 'coconut'
medial likol iko] 'you'
final /manuk/ manuk] 'chicken'

I?I medial- /ho?bo?1 [bo?bo?] 'cooked rice'
final /kuli?1 [kuli?] 'skin'

/hI initial /bail [bail 'pig'
medial Itibe/ [tibe] 'throwaway'

/d/ initial. Idaraul [d,ifaIJ] 'horse'
medial /budal [buda] 'many'

Ig/ initial Igaun/ [.Gaun] 'cloud'
medial Iraga/ [nlga] 'ball'

lsI initial Isola/ [s61a] 'friend', 'with'
medial lisi! isi] 'tooth'

Irl initial Irural [iura 1 'mud':
medial /hara?1 [bara"'] 'wind'

1m! initial /makalev/ (maktile?] 'tomorrow'
medial Itemol terno] 'now'

In! initial Inipa/ IniPa] 'type of palm'
medial Imanuk/ manuR) 'chicken'
final luran! uran] 'rain'

lUI initial IUeil IUeil 'place'
medial /bo i/ boUi] 'night'
final ItedlOlJ/ tedoU] 'water buffalo'

IV initial /lila! [lila] 'tongue'
medial Isulel stile] 'return'

Iyl initial Iyao/ [yao] 'on', 'above'
medial Ikayul [kayu] 'tree', 'wood'

Iw/ initial Iwanil (wani] 'bee'
medial Ikawa/ kawa] 'coffee'

8 Word medially 111occurs only before voiced consonants. A weak glottal stop
r"l is inserted between identical vowels (see weak glottal insertion rule). .
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3.3.2 Vowel phonemes

In the list below the vowel phonemes are shown in a noncontigous relationship
with the other vowel phonemes. '

Table 5: Position of Vowel Phonemes

Iii 1st syll lifu?/ lru?] . 'to drink'
lilloul ilIoIJ] 'nose'
Ipiran/ pilan,) 'when'
linde/ Inde 1 'this'

2nd syll Imonil moml 'noise'
/kanniol kanm~] 'eyebrow'
/buIJin/ b6Uin 'sand'

both IrindiIJ/ nndig 'wall'

/el lst syll /bela?/ bela"] 'garden'
ItedoIJ/ tedolJ] 'water buffalo'
/lendoIJ/ lendon) 'eel'

2nd syll Ipolel pole] , 'next'
Irante/ fante] , 'flat land'
/kide/ kide] 'forehead'
Isulel stile] 'return'

both /tettek/ tEtteR] 'hour'
/lene/ t6ne] 'urine'

lui 1st syll lula?/ ula?] 'snake'
/puntil puntil 'banana'
Ipunel pune 'tree fern'
/bulol bulo] 'type of bamboo'

2nd syll lasu/ asu] 'dog'
Ipitu/ pitu] 'seven'

both /buntu/ b6ntu] 'hill'

/01 1st syll /basil b6si] 'rotten'
IgolIaI golla 1 'sugar'

2nd syll Itemo/ iemo] 'now'
lampo/ ampo] 'grandchild'
Ipiso/ plso] 'knife'
/bulo/ btilo] 'type of bamboo'

both /tondok/ tondoR] 'village'

/a! 1st syll /manel manel 'before'
Idako?/ dak01] 'later'
Irambu/ rambu] 'smoke'
Irapi?/ rayi?] 'twin'

2nd syll /butal buta] 'blind'
Idada/ dada] 'chest'
lindan/ Indan] 'Joan'
/posa! posa 1 'cat'

both fraral rara] 'blood'
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3.4 Phoneme contrast

In the following sections we will look at examples of contrast between
phonetically similar phonemes in minimal or near minimal pairs.

3.4.1 Contrast of consonant phonemes

Ipl vs. fbI /pasa?/ [pasa"] 'market'
/basal [basal 'injury'
/ampa?/ fampa?l 'mat'
/ambe?1 ambe? 'father'

It! vs, /d/ ftau! (taU] 'person'
/dau/ dau) 'don't'
/bula! (bUla] 'blind'
/buda/ bfida1 'many'

/k/ vs./g/ /raka?1 (raka?] 'hug'
/raga/ raga 1 'ball'
/kaol Ikao 1 '1'
/gau?/ gau~] 'deed'

/k/ vs. P/ /di-barrak/ [di-bafiaK] 'poured'
Ibarra?/ [baria?] 'hulled rice'

/m! vs. In! Imani/ (manil 'later'
Inani/ nani] 'sing'
/temoJ (temO] 'now'
Itene/ tene] 'urine'

1m! vs. IIJI Itama! (hima] 'enter'
IsaTJa/ saTJa] 'name'

In! vs. /rj/ Idena?1 [dena"] 'sparrow'
IsefJa?f [seUa?J 'other'
/kamban/ (kamban] 'thick'
/karnban/ kambaq] 'swell'

In/ vs, N Inawal (miwa] 'breathe'
/lawai lawa] 'to block'
/mane/ (mane] 'just, before'
/bale/ bale] 'meat'

N vs, Ir/ /Iambuk/ (bimbuR] 'pound'
/rambu/ rambu] 'smoke'
/bale/ [bale] 'meat'
Iparel [pare] 'field rice'

If I vs./d/ Irambu/ [rambu] 'smoke'
Idambu/ [dambu] 'kind of fruit'
luru?1 [uru?] 'rub'
/uduk/ [6duK] 'smell'
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Iwl vs, /bl Iwail [wail 'water'
/bail [bail 'pig'

/bawan/ [bawan] 'parrot'
/babak/ [babak] 'taro'

With regards to geminate consonants the following pairs of words have been noted
to date:

lisil 'tooth'
lissil 'contents/meat'

/bisik/ 'whisper'
/bissik/ 'drizzle'

/bolol 'mix'
/boll01 'spill'

Ikutu/ 'louse'
/kuttu/ 'lazy'

Itorol 'stron~'
Itorrol 'dwell

3.4.2 Contrast of vowel phonemes

Iii vs. leI /kila?/ [kila?l 'lightning'
/kela?1 [kela1] 'bite'

/bati?1 [bati"] 'relative'
/bate?1 [bate"] 'batik'

Iii vs, lui Ipira! [pifa] 'how many'
Ipura! [pufa] 'all gone'

Irambil [cambi] 'hit'
Irambu/ [cambu] 'smoke'

101 vs, lui Ipolol (pOlO] 'section'
Ipulol pula] 'ten'

/bulol [buIo] 'type of bamboo'
/bulu/ bulu] 'hair, feather'
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4. SUPRASEG~lENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this section we will first examine word stress and then intonation.

4.1 Stress

Stress in Mamasa is not phonemic. Normally the penultimate syllable of a
word is stressed (except in the case of the rather rare one-syllable word).

!lei Ie) 'OK'
/aka/ aka} 'wha t'
IduaJ dua 'two'
/indan/ indan] 'loan'
/mala! mala] 'able'
/benna/ bsnna] 'who'
/banua/ banua] 'house'
/kalibambaJ)! kalibambarj] 'butterfly'

Stress .shifts one syllable to the ri~ht when a suf~ix is added to a word., that is,
the penultimate syllable of the resulting new word IS stressed. The suffixes that
affect stress placement are the following:

(1) Nominals with possessive suffixes:

/kide-rnu/ [kid6mu] 'your forehead'
/beluak-ku/ beluakku] 'my hair'

(2) Verbs with the transitive (locative) suffix Ai:

Iteka?-i} [teka?il 'to climb something'

(3) Verbs with the benefactive suffix -an:

/na-dasiv-an-nav/ --- > Inadasbanna?] 'she sews for me'
/an-ku-kayo-an-ko/ --- > ankukay6al)ko] '50 that I clean for you'

e4) The nominalizing suffix -an:

/iru?-anl ---> [irusan] 'thing used for drinking'

(5) The norninalizing confix pelJ- -an:

/peIJ-karaIJ-ani --- > [pejjkarajjan] 'a task'



v ---> (+ stress] I eC) eC) (V) (e)
(-stress]

vocative stress placement:

v ---> (+ stress] I (e)

stress placement:

#

vocative word

There is one exception to this stress rule. Vocatives are always stressed on the
final syllable of the word. Therefore the following two stress rules are ordered with
the vocative stress rule occurring before the regular stress rule in a bleeding order.

##

word

Notice that vocatives such as janil (girl's name). are stressed according to the
vocative stress rule on the last syllable, that is [am], and hence do not undergo the
stress placement rule since the stress placement rule applies only to words with
unstressed final syllables. Notice also that the stress placement rule must be
considered non-iterative, that is, it will first stress the penultimate syllable if there is
one and the shorter version of the rule will apply only if there is no penultimate
syllable to stress.

In constrast to the above examples regarding suffixes the addition of a clitic to
a word will not move the stress from the penultimate syllable of that word.
Therefore, the following clitics have no effect on stress placement:

(1) The clitics markin~ person on verbs: -na? Is, -ka 2s, -i 3s, -kan 1p-
exclusive, -ki? 1p-inclusive, These clitics mark the subject in
intransitive or antipassive clauses and the object in transitive clauses.

/meIJ-karaIJ-kol ---> ImeIJkarangkol 'you work'
/um-ande-nav/ --- > ummandena? 'I eat (a banana)"
/ku-ita-ko/ ---> kuitako] 'I see you'

(2) The plural clitic -a?:

lum-ande-ko-a?/ --- > [urnmandekoa"] 'you (pI) are eating'

(3) The perfective (or completive) clitic -mo:

/kadake-mo-i/ --- > [kadakerni] 'it is already dirty'

(4) The imperfective (or continuative) clitic -pu:

/buda-pa-iI _.-> [budapi] 'there still is a lot'
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[rnalaka ditananni lo?bana belak] 'Can it be planted in the garden?'

To date only three sentence level intonational patterns have been encountered:
falling, for statements and imperatives; rising, for questions (both yes-no and
content); and sharply rising, for any sentence ending with the tag question marker
Ie.

statements:

."
[lalaokan lako belak] 'We are going to the garden.'

[maqkamo? ummande] 'I have already eaten.'
imperatives:

[laornokoi] 'Go!'
yes-no questions:

(5) The elitie -i used as an emphasis marker:

jpaela?jJ ---> [paelavi] 'go slowly'

(6) The deictie elitie -0:

jitin-oj -> [itinno] 'that'

(7) The deictic clitic -e:

/manuk-e/ ---> [manukke] 'chicken'

(8) The elitic -ka used with yes-no questions:

/buda-ka bua-na/ [budaka buana] 'Is there a lot of fruit?'

(9) The elitie -rav

/deen-ra-ka sial [dsndaka sial 'Is there any salt?'

4.2 Intonation

[rnasaekoka yao rnangassa"] 'Were you in Makassar long?'
content questions:

[aka nio illa:an bela?mu) 'What grows in your garden?'

[aka mupake] 'What did you wear?'

9 The exact meaning of the elitic -ra is not clear yet, but it seems to indicate
contra-expectation, uncertainty, or surprise.
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[paela"! Ie] 'Go slowly, OK?'

5. DISTRIBUTION

5.1 Syllables and phonological words

The basic syllable pattern in Mamasa can be expressed with the following
formula:

([-syllabic]) [+syllabic] ([-~yllabic])

or (C) V (C)

The above formula allows the following syllable types: V, ve, ev, and evc. The
following chart shows the frequency of occurrence of each of these syllable types
based on a list of over a thousand morphemes:

Table 6: Syllable Frequency

Type Percent

V ~7%
VC 4.7%
ev 49.4%
eve 39.2%

. The majority of Mamasa morphemes consist of two syllables. Whereas the
largest number of syllables found in a single morpheme is four (e'I?' [ka.lim.bu.ag]
'spring'). From a list of over a thousand morphemes the following percentages
were found:

One syllable morphemes 5.6%
Two syllable morphemes 75.9%
Three syllable morphemes 16.4%
Four syllable morphemes 2.1%

One syllable words are rare in Mamasa, but they do occur. The word bu
'smell', and the tag question marker le are examples. Phonological words up to
seven syllables have been observed (jdi.pak.ka.lun.te.ba.san] 'to put up a propeller
for').

Theoretically the aforementioned four syllable types yield sixteen possible
combinations of juxtaposed syllables. Within the word all of these combinations
occur except ve.V and ve.ve as the following list shows:
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tag question:



5.2 Consonants

V.V lu.el 'rattan'
V.VC lao?1 'bamboo'
V.CV la.ka/ 'what'
v.cve la.luk/ 'religion'
·VC. V not found
·VC.VC not found
VC.CV lam. pol 'grandchild'
VC.CVC /am.bun/ 'fo~'
CV.V /la.ol 'go
CV.VC Ida.un/ 'leaf
CV.CV Ima.tel 'dead'
CV.CVC /la.lan/ 'path'
CVC.V Ima?-. o.tol 'go by car'10
CVC.VC Ipa?-. en.de/ 'an animal that likes to eat'
CVC.CV /lin.do/ 'face'
evc.evc /la?bo?1 'machete'

Although consonant clusters are not found within the syllable, they do occur at
syllable boundaries as is shown by the above list. Generally, a closed syllable can
precede another syllable only if the following syllable is consonant initial.'! This
restriction triggers resyllabification of stems that end with a consonant when vowel
initial suffixes are added. The consonant moves from the coda of one syllable to
the onset of the following syllable:

/baluk/ --- > (ba.luRl 'sell'
/mu-baluk-an-i/ ---> mu.ba.lu.kan.nl] 'you sell it'

Morpheme final/?1 occurring before a morpheme initial vowel does not trigger this
resyllabification, rather the glottal stop remains as the coda of the syllable
regardless of whether a vowel or consonant follows (see the examples for v.ve,
VC.v evc.c, and CVC.VC above).t2

Table 7: Juxtaposed Syllables

There are 15 consonant phonemes in Mamasa: Ipl, It/, /kI, f?1, /b/, Id/, IgI, Im/,
In/, Irj/, N, lt], lsi, Iwl, and Iy/. Of these, all but f?1 can fill the onset position of the
syllable. The same is true for morpheme initial consonants although Irj/, Iwl, Iyl are
rather rare.

10 The only occurrence of the syllable type CVC before a syllable beginning
with a vowel is when the CVC syllable is a morpheme ending with a glottal stop.

H Notice the absence of VC.V and VC.VC in the above list of juxtaposed
syllables.

12 Except if the following morpheme is -an in which case the glottal stop
sibilantization rule of section 6.2.9 applies.
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Table 8: Intrarnorphemic Consonant Sequences

p t k ? b d g m n lJ Irs w y
p pp
t tt
k kk
? ?b ?d ?g ?I
b
d
s
m mp mb mm
n nt nd nn
lJ IJk Ug UU
I II
r rr
s 58
w
Y

Ippl lappa?1 appa?] 'four'
Ittl Itettek/ tEtteK] 'hour'
/kkJ /basikki?1 basikki"] 'narrow'
f?bl /la?bo?1 hi?bo?] 'machete'
j?d/ Ipa?del pa?de] 'lost'
f?gj Ita?ga?1 ta?ga?) 'take in pawn'
f?fJ /la?laIJ! Ui?lan] 'umbrella'
1mpI lampal ampo] 'grandchild'
Imbl /ambun/ ambun 1 'fog'
Imm/ /mammi? I rnamml"] 'delicious'
Inti l~untu?1 ~untu?) 'thunder'
Ind/ Imdel inde] 'this'
Inn! /kanniIJ! kannin] 'eyebrow'
InkJ Idankan! daIJkan) 'hand span'
Ing/ langa! anga] 'only'
Inn! Ipanna1a?1 p'alJIJala?] 'forest'
/Ii! lillo1J/ 11l~J 'nose'
/rrl Itorrol t6rro] 'dwell'
Issl Jissorj/ issog] 'mortar'

From the above chart and list of examples we see a rather uneven distribution of
co-occurring consonant phonemes. We see that nasals occur only with homorganic
stops or as geminate clusters. The same is generally true for non-nasal consonants
as well, that is, they co-occur only as geminate clusters or as the second segment in
a nasal homorganic stop sequence. The one exception to this is the glottal stop j? I,
which occurs before a few voiced consonants.
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Only four consonant phonemes can occur word finally in Mamasa: /kI, PI, InI,
and /TJ!. Morpheme finally these same four consonants are found with the addition
of Iml which IS found in the prefix urn- and the infix -urn-.

The consonant phonemes can occur in sequence intramorphemically as
illustrated in the following chart.



Table 9: Consonant Phoneme Distribution

word word gemin. nasal follow word
initial medial clust, stop cl glottal final

# V V C.C N.C ?C - #-
Ip! + + + + - -
It! + + + + - -
/kJ + + + + - +J?/ - - - - - +
fbI + + - + + -Id/ + + - + + -Ir) + + - + + -/m/ + + + + - -In! + + + + - +/IJI + + + + - +
IJI + + + - + -
/T/ . + + + - - -
lsI + + + - - -
/wl + + - - - -
Iy/ + + - - - -

The consonant phonemes can occur in sequence intermorphemically as
illustrated in the chart below.

Table 10: Intermorphemic Consonant Sequences

p t k ? b d g m n lJ Irs w y
P
t
k kp kt kk km kn
? ?p ?t?k ?b?d ?m?n ?I?r?s ?w
b
d
g
m mp mt rnk mb md rng ml mr IDS
n np nt nk nb nd nm nn nl nr ns
lJ lJP Ut Uk lJb Ud u& urn un Ul Ur Us
I
r
s
w
y
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The distribution of the consonant phonemes within the morpheme are
summarized in the following chart:
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The above phonemic sequences are affected by several phonological processes: k-
weakening, glottal strengthening, nasal assimilation, n-deletion (san-), and leI
replacement of Id!. Below is a list of the affected sequences and their phonetic
realizations: .

/kpl ---> ?p]
/kt! --> ?t]
/krnI _a> ?m]
/kn/ ---> ?n]
j?k/ -> kk]
Imt! --- > nt]
Imk/ --- > ukj
Imd! --> nd
Img) --> ~Imf! ---> II
Imrl ---> rr
Imsl ---> ss
llip~ --:> mp]
Ink! --- > Uk]
Inbl --- > mb]
Inm! --- > mm]
InV ---> ~l .
Inri . --- > rr
Insl ---> 58

lup/ --> m~], ~p]Inti --> nt , [t
ITjb/ --- > m], b]
/Tjd! ---> nd], [d]
ITjrn/ ---> m]
ITjn/ --- > ~ITjV -- > 11 , [I
ITjrl ---> rr , f~
ITjs/ ---> ssj, ~j

The following examples illustrate the above co-occurrences. Where two
phonetic realizations exist two examples are given.

/kpl !bossik-pa-i/ b6ssi?pi] 'still wet'
/ktl /manuk-ta/ mamJ1tal 'your chicken'
/kkI /beluak-ku/ beluakku] 'my hair'
/krnI /millik-mo-i/ milli?mi] 'already awake'
/kn/ /manuk-na/ mamJ?na 'his chicken'
j?pl Ima?-pikki/ ma?pikki 'to think'
j?t/ Ima?-tappi/ ma?tappi 'to winnow'
j?k/ Ima?-kada/ makkada 'to speak'
j?b/ Ima?-baluk/ ma?balu ] 'LO sdl'
f?d/ Irna?-dama/ ma?dama] 'to work'
j?m/ Iboyo?-mo-i/ b6yo?mi] 'already tired'
f?n/ Ima?-nasul ma?nasu] 'to cook'
f?V Ima?-lambuk/ ma?lambuR:] 'to pound (rice)'
f?rl Ima?-rusun/ ma?rusunl 'to push'
f?s/ Ima?-surru?1 ma?suiTu"] 'to suck'



f?wl Ima?-wai-wai/ matwaiwal] . 'to play with water'
Impl lum-peanl umpean) 'to look for'
Imt/ lum-teka"?-i-na?1 unteka"ma?j 'I climb something'
Imk/ luin-kela?/ UlJkela?~ 'to bite something'
Imbl lum-base-i1 umbasei 'to wash it'
Imdl lum-dasi?-i/ undasi?i 'to sew it'
Img) lum-garal?a/ u!Jgara~a] 'to make something'
InpI /urari-pa-i/ urampiJ 'still raining'
Inti /pen-tallu/ pantallu] 'third'
Inkl Ipen-karual pelJkarua] 'eighth'
Inbl lpen-buda/ pembuda] 'many times'
Indl Ipen-dual penduan] 'twice'
Inm/ /bulawan-mu/ bulawammu] 'your gold'
InnJ /kurin-na/ kurinna~ 'his/her pot'
InV /pen-lima/ penlima 'fifth'
InrI /den-ra-ka/ dsndaka 'is there'
/nsl Ipen-5a-pulol psssapulo] 'tenth'
Inp/ /man-porb' mamp6ri] 'to tie'

Isan-piak/ sapiak 1 'a piece'
/Ut! /meu-teka?/ menteka"] 'to climb'

/tedong-ta/ ted6taJ 'our buffalo'
/Ukl Ime:n-kayal menkaya] 'to swim'
/nbl Imen-buni/ membuni] 'to hide'

Isan-bulan! sabiilanl 'one month'
IUdl Imen-dio?1 mendio;] 'to bathe'

lsal)-dankan/ sadaqkari] 'one handspan'
/ng) /men-gayaTJ! mengayalJ) 'to. stab'
/nrn/ Ilo?ban-mo-il 16?bami] 'already empty'
/nn/ lalan-na/ alana] 'his/her rice barn'
/nV ImaIJ-Iamun/ mallamun] 'to inter'

IsaIJ-lolol sal6101 'one log'
InrI /man-reken/ marreksn] 'to count'

IsaIJ-raku/ sarakuJ 'one handful'
IIJsl Ipan-sikola/ passikola 1 'student'

/S8 IJ-Siii sas"'''i] 'one bunch'

5.3 Vowels

Mamasa has five vowels any of which can fill the nucleus of any of the four
syllable patterns. Therefore vowels can occur in sequences representing segments
from two syllables. There are no three vowel sequences within a single morpheme
in Mamasa. The five vowels can occur in the sequences listed in the following
charts (the gaps in the charts are probably accidental due to lack of data). Notice
that sequences of identical vowels are realized phonetically with a weak (lenis)
glottal stop inserted between them.
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13 Underlined sequences in the chart indicate sequences that occur at clitic
boundaries which are marked by = in the examples given.
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Table 11: Intramorphemic Vowel Sequences

i
e
u
a
a

i e u 0 a

--- --- iu io ia
et ee eu eo ea
ui ue uu uo ua
oi oe --- - oa
at ae au ao aa

liu! /liu/ liu) 'continual'
liol Idiol dio] 'there'
lia/ Isial sial 'salt'
leil IfJeil fJe~ 'place'
leel /deen/ de En] 'there is'
leu! Ireu/ reu 1 'type of grass'
leal Ipeol peO] 'loincloth'
leal Ikeara?j keafa"] 'angry'
luil Imuil mui] 'although'
luel /bue/ bue] 'bean'
luu/ Isuun/ s(('un] 'to come out'
luol Ituol tuo] 'to live'
lua/ /banual ban6a] 'house'
foil /doi?I d6i?1 'money'
loe/ ,'bentoen! bentoen] 'star'
loal /lanoa?/ lalJoa?] 'to yawn'
lail /bainel baine] 'woman'
lae/ Itae?j tae?] 'no'
lau/ Idaun/ dauri] 'lear
laol /balao/ balao] 'rat'
laa/ lillaan/ illa""an] 'inside'

Table 12: Intermorphemic Vowel Sequences'I

1
e
u
o
a

i e u 0 a

11 .ig iu ]0 ]a
ei gg --- gQ ea
UI yg uu uo ua
oi ~- 00 oa
ai ae au ao aa

lii/ /di-ira? I IdiAffa?l 'to be sliced'
lief linde#doti ::;:e/ inde#d6tie] 'this spotted buffalo'
liu/ Idi-ui?/ diui?] 'to be put under'
fiof /di-ola/ diola] 'to be made to go'



5.4 Consonant and vowel co-occurrence restrictions

Glottal stop never occurs before a vowel within a root since it is never found
syllable initial tn Mamasa, Besides this one restriction there 00 not seem to be co-
occurrence restrictions relating to vowels and consonants. The only gaps in the
data are legf, lug/, Iwol, lowl, lwu/, lweI, lewl, lyiI, leyl, and Iye/. Each of these pairs
involves a TgI,Iwl, or Iyl all of which are relatively rare.

6. PHONOWGICAL PROCESSES

To facilitate our discussion of Mamasa phonological processes we will consider
these processes in three groups: . those which occur within individual morphemes,
those which involve prefixes, and those which involve suffixes and enclitics.

6.1 Processes that occur within individual morphemes

There are five phonological processes in Mamasa that don't involve segments
interacting across morpheme boundaries.

6.1.1 Unreleased word final k

Word final /kJ is realized as the unreleased voiceless velar stop [k].. Thus the
following rule can be written:

k-unreleased;
/kJ -> (-release] I #

/beluak/ --- > [beluak] 'hair'
/bossikl --- > [b6ssiK] 'wet'
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lia! Idi-annal dianna) 'to be stored'
leil /ka-mase-i/ kamasei] 'to pity'
leel linde =el indeAe) 'this'
leal Ipole = 01 poleo] 'once again'
leal /ke-anak/ ke{mak) 'to have children'
luil 1mu-issan/ muissan] 'you understand'
luel linde#tau =el inde#t3ue] 'this person'
luu! Iku-uduk/ ku.•..uduK] 'I smell (something)'
luol Imu-olal mu6la] 'you ~o'
lual Iku-allil . kuallil 'I buy
loil Idi-allo-il dialloi] 'it is dried in the sun'
lee! lampe =el ameoe] 'this grandchild'
1001 ·/dio = 01 dio 0] 'that there'
loal Ina-pa-torro-an/ napatorroan] 'they left (it) for (them)'
lail Ina-Ital naita] 'he/she sees
lael Irna-ela?1 maela"] 'slowly'
lau! /na-uran-i-nav/ naurannina"] 'I got rained on'
lao/ Ita-ola! ta6la] 'you (honor.) go'
laa! Ina-andel na.•..ande] 'he/she eats'
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6.1.2 Diphthongisation

If the phoneme Ia! occurs syllable finally' in the antepenult before a vowel
initial penult the Ia! and the following vowel will coalesce producing a diphthong.

diphthongisation:

laYI ---> [aV] 1_ (C)(-)(C)V

Diphthongisation is ordered before stress placement.

/bainel Itosae-ku/ Ibue-ku/
Diphth ba'ne tosas-ku _
stress ba'ne tosas-ku bue-ku
SF [ba'ne] [tosasku] [bueku]

~woman' ~myguest' ~mybeans'

Notice in the above examples the sequence lail diphthongizes while the sequence
lue! does not since the initial vowel is not Ia! as required by the rule.

6.1.3 E-Iaxing

The phoneme leI is laxed to [E] in closed syllables except before the consonants
[k], [g], [IJ], and [?].

e-laxing:

I C { 41 }leI ----> [-tense] I [+anterior] C
/

Note that the consonants [w) and [y] are also [-anterior] but do not occur syllable
final in Mamasa,

/benna/ ---> IbEnna] 'who'
Isesse?1 ---> sssse? 'torn'
/karuen/ ---> kanisri] 'afternoon'
/meq-keppez/ ---> meIJkEppe?] 'to stick'

6.1.4 Vowel deletion

When two identical vowels occur in a sequence within a word the second vowel
of the pair will be deleted if the word is not phonological phrase final. This
process can be seen in the following alternations:

1) /suun/ 'come out':

(
ta?pa#sla"'un] 'hasn't come out yet'
sun#illam#mai#dapo?] 'came out from the kitchen'
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2) /deen/ 'there is';

[tae?#de ....En] 'there isn't any'
[dEndaka#sia] . 'is there any salt?'

3) lillaan! 'inside':

(
deuan#illa ....anJ 'is inside'
sun#ilhim#mai#dapo?] 'came out from the kitchen'

4) /baa/ 'bring'

[aka mUbaAal 'what are you bringing?'
[umbana?#pare] 'I am bringing field rice'

vowel deletion:

V / V #
[n feature] ---> 0/ [n feature] ee)-

I
Vowel deletion applies to words that are non-phonological phrase final.

,
underlying form /suun#illaan#maV /um-baa-na?/
nasal assimilation suun#illaam#mai um-baa-na?
stress suun#illaam#mai urn-baa-ria?
vowel deletion s6n#illam#mai um-ba-na?
surface form (sun#illam#mail Jumbana?j

come out from inside' 1 bring'

Note that vowel deletion must follow stress placement.

There is another approach that could be taken instead of vowel deletion to
account for this alternation. Campbell (this volume:32) notes in his study of PUS
that one syllable words are rare in PUS and that when spoken in isolation generally
undergo a process of vowel repetition and the insertion of a weak glottal stop
between the repeated vowels. He posits the following rule:

vowel repetition:

- cons
- cont
- anterior

j eve # ---> 1 2 3 - coronal 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 - voice

+ weak

Vowel repetition applies to words spoken in isolation.

A similar vowel repetition rule could be posited for Mamasa with the
restriction that it operates only on phonological phrase final words. If such a rule



- consonan
- cont
- anterior
- coronal
- voice
+ weak

underlying form */den/ ·/sun/
vowel repetition. de"'en Asu un
e-laxing de"'En

de"'En ,'"stress su un
surface form [de"'En] [su....un]

Here we do not posit a rule like the above but instead argue for the longer
form of the words beinlthe underlying form. The alternation between [iIIan] and
[iJJa"'an] is revealing: 1 if the underlying form is -Iillanl the vowel repetition rule
as stated above would ave no effect on it since it is a two syllable word; and 2)
the stress on the surface form [illan] is on the final syllable, which is a violation of
the stress rule, therefore the deletion of at least the nucleus of the final syllable
must have taken place. From this we can conclude that the underlying form for the
pair is lillaanl. This conclusion seems to be further supported by the existence of
the forms [illalan] and [delJan] which alternate with lilla"'an] and [de"'En] in the
data. It seems more likely that these variations would occur if the underlying forms
were those with the double vowels. .

Also when the intramorphemic co-occurrence of vowels is considered we are
led to believe that any of the vowels may occur in a two vowel sequence in
Mamasa (assuming for the moment that those sequences not found to date are just
gaps in the data). To posit the above rule would eliminate all sequences of like
vowels from the list of possible co-occurring vowels. To do so does not seem to be
justified since another way to account for the data exists.

One further item of interest is ·that the cognates of Mamasa /ba~a/ and /su~un/
are /ba~a/ and Isu~un/ in PUS which would seem to indicate that the longer version
of these words, that is not -/ba/ and */sunl, existed in the proto language from
which both Mamasa and PUS have descended (proto-Sa'danf), Mills (1975) lists
the forms ·(b)a(b)a 'carry', -su(b)un 'to come out, emerge', as well as -dia(n)
'there is', and (dr)alim 'inside' as the reconstructions of these words in Proto South
Sulawesi.

6.1.5 Weak glottal insertion

This rule is closely related to the previous rule, in that, it too operates on
identical vowel sequences within the word, but it only operates on those sequences
found in phonological phrase final words.

weak glottal insertion:

o --->

Mamasa

were posited it would have to be ordered before e-laxing and the stress rule as the
following examples show: .

/
/

/ [a
/

v V
feature] [a feature]

phonological phrase
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6.2 Processes involving morpheme boundaries

Before we can posit any rules that operate at the morpheme boundary between
prefix and stem we must make some decisions regarding the underlying form of
various prefixes, Consider the following data:

busuk] • mambusuk] 'wash clothes'
pana] - mampana] 'shoot an arrow'
dio] - mandio] 'bathe'
t6nu] • mant6nu] 'burn' .
gayang] - maqgayang] 'stab'
kali] • mankali] 'dig'
rekEn] • maffeksn] 'count'
Iamun] - mallamun] 'inter (buryy
sapu] • massap.ul 'sweep
alIi] - mafJfJalli 'buy'

From this data we conclude that the underlying form of the verbal prefix is ImafJ-l.
The final Irj/ assimilates to the point of articulation of the following consonant
except in the case of continuants, in which case it completely assimilates to the
following consonant. When maIJ- is followed by a stem that begins with a vowel
the final Irj/ of the prefix geminates. This same process occurs with the other nasal
final prefixes: meIJ-, paIJ-, pey-, pen-, um-, saQ-, and an- (although the prefix say-
does not full)' follow this general pattern). ThIS set of changes is by no means rare
in the world s languages. A similar process is found in English regarding the prefix
in-, which yields words such as impossible, indeterminate, incongruous, inability,
irregular, and illegal (Hyman (1975:90). We posit two rules to capture the above
process: nasal assimilation, and nasal gemination.

6.2.1 Nasal assimilation

Morpheme final nasals assimilate to the point of articulation of following stops
and nasals. If the following consonant is a continuant then the nasal totally
assimilates to that continuant.

nasal assimilation:

underlying form Ideen/ Isuun/
e-laxing deen -----
weak glottal de"'En su''un
stress de"'en s6Aun
surface form Ide"'Enl Is6"'un]

there is' come out'

[+N]--->

a anterior
tJ coronal

~
+ co.ntinuant)

Y VOice
lateral

I
I
I
I
I
I -
1_

C
a anterior
Il coronal

<
+ co.ntinuant)
Y voiceo lateral
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This rule applies intermorphemically as well as across word boundaries within the
phrase.

/maq-busuk/ [mambusuk] 'to wash clothes'

/maq-reken/ [maffeksn] 'to count'

/am-teka-i-nav/ [untekaina"] 'I climb'

/kurin-mu/ [kurimmu] 'your pot'

/turun sia-mo-i/ [tulus siami] 'he really came down'

/kayu randan [kayu randam
ma-Iankav-na/ malauka?na] 'the tallest tree'

Nasal assimilation is ordered before e-laxing in a feeding relationship.

under. form /meu-teka?-na?1
nasal assim. men-tekav-na?

- e-laxing msn-tekav-na?
stress men-tekav-na?
surface form Im€nteka?na?l

Iam climbing

6.2.2 Nasal gemination

When a prefix ending with a nasal is followed by a stem beginning with a
vowel the nasal geminates.

nasal gemination:

(+ nasal] - V ---> 1 1 2 3
123

where 2 = morpheme boundary between prefix and stem

/um-ande-nav/ -- > umrnandena"] 'I eat (a banana)'
/um-iru?-na?/ --> ummffu?na?] 'I drink (coffee)
/mau-alli/ -- > mauuallil 'to buy'
/mau-ula? / ---> malJlJula"l 'to follow'
/meu-amma?/ ---> meUlJamma?] 'to swallow'
/pau-allo-na/ ---> paUIJall6naj 'her/his laundry'
/pau-iru?-an/ ---> palJnirusan 'food served with drink'
/pen-appav/ ---> peririappa? 'fourth time'
/san-allol ---> sauualJo] 'a day'
/salJ-issi?I ---> salJlJissi?] 'a slice'



--> (2)

1. IsaglJanOl 'one day'
2. saIJIJissi1] 'one slice'
3. salJklloJ 'one kilogram/kilometer'
4. sagkalebu] 'one whole round thing'

When the prefix salJ- precedes a (-back] consonant initial stem the Irj/ is deleted as
the following examples show:

1. sapiak] 'on piece'
2. sabulan] 'one month'
3. sataun] 'one year'
4. sadaQkan] 'one hand span'
5. sasi?]] 'one bunch (of bananas)'
6. sa1610] 'one log'
7. saraku 1 'one handful'

Therefore the. following rule must be posited in a bleeding order relationship with
nasal assimilation.

n-deletion (salJ-):

prefix

+ nasal
+ back

6.2.3 g-deletion (salJ-):

The prefix sasj- 'one' is consistent with the established pattern for prefixes
ending in a nasal when it precedes a vowel initial or [+ back] consonant initial
stem:

#

c
+ continuant
- voice

v
(+ low]

C
-[-back]

IsaIJ-miIJgu/ --- > samingu] 'a week'
IsaIJ-piaki ---> saPiakl 'a piece'
/saIJ-boIJi/ ---> saooIJi 'one night'
/saIJ-taun! -- > sataun 'one year'
IsaIJ-daIJkan! --- > sadagkan) 'one handspan'
/salJ-raku?/ --- > saraku?] 'one handful'
/san-Ioiol --- > sa1610] 'one log'

The need for rule ordering can be seen if the following words are considered:

U. form IsaIJ-taun/ ImeIJ-tia?1 IsaIJ-lolol Irnag-Iamun!
IJ-del. sa-taun ------ sa-lola ---------
N. assim, ------- men-ria? ------- maJ-Jamun
e-laxing ------ men-ria? ------- ---------
stress sa-taun men-ria? sa-1610 mal-lamun
surface Isataunl JrnEntia?] Isa1610] Imallamun]

one year' to fly' one log' to bury'
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Another solution to this alternation between rsa-] and [saIJ·}would be to posit
lse-] as the underlying form of the morpheme with a velar nasa insertion rule that
operates before both vowel initial and back consonant initial words. This solution
does not seem to be well motivated with regards to the latter group. Also, the
positing of Isa!).J as the underlying form is further supported by the existence of
forms such as [saubua] 'one fruit' and [saqpatti] 'one case' in Toraja.

6.2.4 Final luJ deletion

Word finalluJ is deleted when followed by a suffix, clitic, or word that begins
with a [·back] consonant. This rule is very similar to the JIJ/ deletion rule for the
prefix say-. .

final-q deletion:

SUffix, enclitic
<word>

The effects of this rule are most often seen with the addition of the possessive
suffixes and the enclitics -mo and ·pa. Here we choose as an example several
possessed nouns.

U. form ItedoIJ-kul ItedoIJ·mul /tedon-na'
final-n del. •••••••• tedo-rnu tedo-na
stress tedoq-ku tedo-mu tedo-na
surface form JtedolJku] Jtedomul Jted6na]

my buffalo' your buffalo' his/her
buffalo'

This rule is also observed across word boundaries as the following example shows.

IdelJan#di-kua#boua#sarolJ#manikl
Ideuan#dikua#boIja#saro#maniR]
there is (another) called bonga sarong manik (a type of water buffalo)'

6.2.5 Nasal insertion before possessives

Possession in Mamasa is marked by the addition of one of the following
possessive pronoun suffixes to the possessed nominal word:

-ku first person singular possessive
-mu second person singular possessive
-na third person (singular and plural) possessive
-ki first person plural exclusive possessive
-ta first person plural inclusive possessive
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When the nominal word ends in Iii or lui a nasal is added. This nasal corresponds
in point of articulation with the initial consonant of the possessive suffix. Some. of
the stems that end in Ia/ also are affected by this rule. Sterns that end in leI or 101
are never affected

N-insertion.i.u.a

possessive suffix
NOTE: Some words ending with Ia/ are not affected by this rule and will have
to be marked as exceptions in the lexicon.

This rule must ordered before nasal assimilation as the following derivations show.

U. form
N-insertion:
nasal assim.
stress
surface form

/punti-rnu/
puntiN-rnu
puntim-mu
puntim-mu

Ipuntimmu]
your banana'

lasu-ku/
asubl-ku
asug-ku
asuIJ-ku

Iasuukul
my dog

Below are the derivations of two la/-final nominal words. One word, banua
'house' is affected, while the other sola 'friend' is not affected and will have to be
marked in the lexicon.

underlying form
N-insertion:a
nasal assirn,
stress
surface form

/banua-na/
banuaN-na
banuan-na
banuan-na

{banminna]
his/her house'

Isola-na/

sola-na
{solana]
his/her friend'

For comparative purposes the following two lists of common Ia/ final words are
provided:

1) Words undergoing nasal insertion before possessive suffixes;

/banua/
/lima/
IsaQa/
ItahIJa/
/ro-ma-tua/

'house'
'hand'
'name'
'ear'
'parents'
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"'"'
+ back
- voice

2

C
a coronal

- a back

1

v
- [- low] ---> 1 1 2 3

3

where 2 = boundary between either stem and
suffix, or word and enclitic

-cons
-back

k-weakening:

2) Words not undergoing nasal insertion before possessive suffixes:

/balal 'fence'
/bual 'fruit'
Iposal 'cat'
Iragal 'ball'
Iraral 'blood'
Isola! 'friend'
/talana/ 'pants'

6.2.6 Consonant gemination

Above we discussed nasal gemination of prefix final nasals before vowel-initial
words. A similar process takes place at the boundary between consonant final
stems/words and vowel initial suffixes and clitics, Remember that the only
consonants found word final in Mamasa are: InI, /rJ/t /kit and f?I. All of these but
PI will geminate' when occurring before suffix or clitic initial Iii, lei, or 10/.
Regarding the vowels Ial and lui two things must be noted: In/t Irj/, and /k/ do not
geminate before the suffix -an (which is the only la/-initial suffix or c1itic in
Mamasa), and there are no lui-initial suffixes or clitics in Mamasa. .

consonant gemination:

Mamasa

--->
/
/--

-
#

c
-[- back]

/intin-o/ ---> itinno] 'that'
linde#manuk-el ---> inde#manukke] 'this chicken'
linde#tedolJ-el -.; > inde#tedolJlJe] 'this buffalo'
lpa-indan-i-na?1 ---> paindanninav] 'loan me'
Ipa-randuk-il ---> pafandukki] 'it began'

6.2.7 /k/ weakening

If a stem final /k/ is followed by a suffix, clitic, or word (within the phrase) that
has an initial non-back consonant, then the /kI is weakened to a glottal stop.
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c
+ back
- voice

Imanuk-mu/ -- > ImamJ?mu]
/beluak-na/ . ---> belua?na]
Imillik-mo-i/ ---> milli?miJ
lanak#dara/ ---> ana?#dara]

6.2.8 Glottal stop strengthening

This rule is the reverse of the previous rule, in that, a gloual stop is
'strengthened' to [k] when it occurs before a suffix, clitic, or word initial /k/.

glottal stop strengthening:

-cons
-back --->

c
+ back
- voice /

/_-
-
#

'my chicken'
'her hair'
'he is already awake'
'young woman'

or /?/ ---> [k] / _
-
# Ikl

/dl-pat-kaluntebav-an/ ---> [dipakkaluntebasan] 'to put up a propeller for'

/ben-na?#kaol ---> [bsnnaksskao] 'give (it) to me'

6.2.9 Glottal stop sibilantization

When the benefactive suffix -an, the nominalizing suffix -an, or the
nominalizing confix pal)- -an is added to a word ending in a ~lottal stop the glottal
stop is replaced with lsI. The following rather unnatural rule JS posited:

glottal sibilantization:

I?I ---> [5] / -[lanl
sUffix

/na-dasit-an-nav/ ---> InadasiSanna?l 'she sewed for me'
/na-bayav-an-nav/ ---> nabayasanna'[] 'she pays for me'
liru?-an/ --- > irusal!J 'glass, cup'
IpalJ-iru?-an/ ---> palJlJlrusan] 'food served with drink'

Of course another possible solution would be to treat the [s] as the underlying
form and posit the following rule:I"

lsI ---> [?] 1 ~_ #

14 Mills (1975:97) notes that in Sa'dan (Toraja) a similar rule probably depicts
what happened historically by analogy.
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The form -of the aspectual clitics -mo, -pa, and -ra are modified when followed
by the person marking clitics -nar, -kan, -k;?, -ko, and -i as illustrated in the
following table:

a-deletion:

v / V
[+ low] ---> 0 / [+ low] -

suffix

+ nasal
+ anterior
+ coronal

U. form /na-ala-an-nav/ /na-po-pe-baa-an-i/
a-deletion na-ala-n-na? na-po-pe-baa-n-i
consonant gem. na-po-pe-baa-n-ni
stress na-ala-n-na? na-po-pe-baa-n-ni
vowel deletion na-po-pe-ba-n-ni
surface form {naAalanna?l {napopebanni]

he got. (it) {or me' she sent it to her'

6.2.11 Modifications to the clitics -mo, -pa and -ra

But this is to be rejected for two reasons: 1) another rule would have to be added
to account for the 'appearance' of the glottal before suffixes and clitics beginning
with consonants or vowels other than /aI, and 2) native speakers view the glottal as
the underlying form.

6.2.10 /a/ deletion

When the benefactive suffix -an is preceded by a stem final/a/ then the vowel
of the suffix is deleted.

Table 13: Aspectual and Person Marking Clitics

1s Ip.ex le.in 2s ~s/pl
na? kan kl? ko 1

rna mo? rnokan miki? moko mi.

pa pa? pakan piki? poko pi

fa ra? rakan riki? roko n

From this table three generalizations can be made:
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1) The segments In! and Ia! are deleted from the clitic -na? when it follows
the aspectual clities -mo, -pa, and -ra.

underlying form /uni-ande-mo-nav/ Isae-pa-na?1
nasal gemination umm-ande-mo-na? ----------
na-deletion umm-ande-mo- ? sae-pa- ?
stress umm-ande-mo-? sae-pa- ?
surface form (ummandemo?] (saepa?]

I already ate' I came and am still. here'

2) The vowels Ia! and 101 in the aspect clitic harmonize with the vowels in
the person marker clitic. Note that these vowels don't harmonize with
Ia/, as evidenced by the form [mokan] in the above table.

Underlying form /la-lao-ra-ko-ka/ Ila-Iao-mo.ki? -ka/
vowel haromony la-lao-ro-ko-ka la-lao-ml-kiv-ka
stress la-lao-ro-ko-ka la-lao-mi-kit-ka
surface form palaorokoka] JIalaomiki?ka]

are you going?' do we already want
to leave?'

3) The vowel of the aspect elitic is deleted when followed by the third person
marking clitic.

underlying form /dadi-mo-i/ Imanka-pa-i/
vowel del. clitic dadi-m-i manka-p-i
stress dadi-rn-i manka-poi
surface form rdadimi] JmaiJkapi]

it's already done' later when it is finished'

6.3 Rule ordering

In the above discussion of Mamasa phonological processes we have made
reference to rule ordering a number of times. The following chart shows which
rules are ordered rules. Only those rules shown connected by A-B are actually
ordered with respect to each other. All other rules are placed on the chart
arbi trarily.



+ delayed release
+ high

1. lJ-del:salJ

2. N-insertion

3. final IJ-del:

4. nasal assim,

5. e-laxing

6. diphthongisation

7. a-deletion

8. stress placement

9. vowel deletion

10. weak glottal insert

11. ?-sibilantization

12. k-weakening

13. ?-strengthening

14. nasal gemination

15. final consonant gemination

16. k-unrelease

7. FREE VARIATION

Some speakers of Mamasa will pronoun the phoneme It! as [c) when it occurs
before Iii.

c
- cantin
+ coronal
- voice --->

Table 14: Ordered Rules

1
1_-

V
+high
-back

Ipunti/ -- > [punti] - (punci] 'banana'

/andora? tina/ ---> [andora? tina) - [andora? cina] 'potato'
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8. FEATURES OF FAST SPEECH

To date only two features of fast speech have been detected. Above we
formulated a rule that stated that the 1m! III the prefix um- would geminate before
vowel initial words. In fast speech this sequence of lum-I plus vowel initial word is
sometimes realized as [m] plus the word. For example, instead of lum-andel
becoming [ummande] we occasionally find [rnande] in fast speech. Apparently this
is what Van der Veen had reference to when he stated that Mamasa regularly has
the prefix m- corresponding to Sa'dan un- (Mills (1975:104)).

. The other feature of fast speech is that the first person singular pronoun kao is
often reduced to [k6].

9. ADAPTATION OF LOAN WORDS

Mamasa, like most languages, has borrowed a segment of its lexicon from other
languages. Almost exclusively these borrowings have been channeled through
Malayllndonesian although their origin is Sanskrit, Arabic, Dravidian, Dutch, and
other languages. The education of the young seems to have affected the borrowing
process. As more people became educated in the national language there was less
adaptation done to the Malayllndonesian loan words. An example of this is the
Indonesian word gereja 'church'. It has been reported that the older generation
said [gareda 1, but now everyone uses the Indonesian pronunciation. The tendency
to keep the Malay/Indonesian pronunciation of a borrowed word has been applied
rather unevenly, therefore the adaptation of loan words from Malay/lndonesian into
Mamasa does not follow a rigid set of rules, but nevertheless a few generalizations
can be made.

9.1 Replacement of Malayllndonesian e (schwa)

Generally first syllable Malay/Indonesian e (schwa) is replaced by Ia!:

Indonesian

eelana talana] 'pants'
gereja gareda-rereja] 'church'
pendeta pandita 'minister'
selimut salimu? 'blanket'
sembahyang sambayau] 'pray'
sepatu sapatu J 'shoe'
terigu tarigu] 'flour'

The one exception to the above is when the Malay/Indonesian e (schwa) occurs
between lsi and /k/, in which case it is replaced by Iii: .
Indonesian Marnasa

sekolah [(pas )sikola( an)] 'school t

sekop [sikupaq] 'shovel'
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9.2 Replacement of final consonants

Generally word final stops that do not conform to the Mamasa constraint
regarding word final consonants are changed to a glottal stop.

Indonesian Mamasa
adat ada"] 'customary law'
duit d6i?) 'money'
Kamis kami"] 'Thursday'
langsat lasa?] 'kind of fruit'
liter lite"] 'liter'
meter mete?] 'meter'
poor . pild?] 'think'
selimut salimu"] 'blanket'
tamat tamma1] 'graduate'

There are some exceptions to this rule:

Indonesian Mamasa
kapal Ikappala?j 'ship'
sekop sikupalJ] 'shovel'
tomat tamrnaie] 'tomato'

9.3 Replacement of Malay/Indonesian j

Indonesian /j/ is replaced by Id/ in Mamasa:

Indonesian Mamasa
~ereja Igareda-gereja) 'church'
jambu dambul 'kind of fruit'
Jumat duma? 'Friday'
puji piidi] 'praise'

9.4 Other loan words

Beside the above regular changes there are a number of idiosyncratic changes
such as the following:

Indonesian Mamasa
baju bayu] 'clothes'
sapi sapiIJ] 'cow'
gula ~611a] 'sugar'
waktu auu] 'time'
kacanz goreng saIJgoreIJ] 'peanut' ('fried peanut')
reken'" - reken] 'count' (Dutch reken 'count')



10. COMPARISONS WITH NEIGHBORING' DIALECfS AND LANGUAGES

As stated in the introduction this paper reflects the phonology of the northern
dialect of the Mamasa language. In this section an attempt will be made at
comparing the phonology of this northern dialect with the other dialects and
language areas that surround it.

10.1 Other dialects of Mamasa

I have yet to make a detailed study of the dialectical variations within the
Mamasa language. Any comments here must be taken as preliminary. As
mentioned in the introduction to this eaper, Mamasa consists of three dialects
based on lexica-statistics. The most stnking phonological difference between the
northern dialect (Kecamatan Mamasa) and the southern two dialects is the absence
of the homorgamc nasal-stop sequences Impl, Inti, and 1r.Jk/ in the latter. In their
stead are found the geminates Ipp/, Itt/, and /kkI. Most likely related to this is the
absence of the N-insertion before possessives rule (also called Veen's rule by Sirk
(1988:285)) in those areas that lack the homorganic nasal-stop sequence.

Other aspects of the phonology that are known to vary throughout the Mamasa
lan~uage area are: 1) in some areas stem final lui is not deleted before suffix or
clitic initial l- back] consonants, 2) the replacement of the phoneme Iyl with IdZl, 3)
the use of the form -makan (clitic; perfective first person plural exclusive) in the
middle and southern dialects whereas the northern dialect uses the form -mokan,
and 4) the lack of deletion of Irj/ in the prefix say- (one) before [- back)
consonants.

10.2 Toraj a and PUS

The Mamasa language area is bounded on the east by the Toraja language
area Sande and Stokhof (1977:21) mention in .their article on the phonology of the
Kesu' dialect that there are ten Toraja dialects which vary in (subjphonemic
variation and lexicon. Valkama on the other hand lists only five To raja dialects but
his conclusions are based on differences in the lexicon alone. According to
Valkama (1987:125) the northern and middle dialects of Mamasa relate to Toraja
as a whole with an average of 84.9% lexical similarity. He also notes that the
Toraja areas geographically closest to Mamasa relate to Mamasa with a higher
percentage (for example their Balla word list related to the northern and middle
Mamasa dialects with an average of 90% lexical similarity), whereas those areas
geographically further away from Mamasa (such as the prestigeous Kesu' dialect)
relate to Mamasa with a lower percentage (Kesu' being 80.6% on average with
wordlists collected from the northern and middle Mamasa dialects). Of all the
Toraja dialects the Kesu' dialect has received the most linguistic attention.
Therefore the comparisons made in this section will be between the. northern
dialect of Mamasa and the Kesu' dialect of Toraja unless otherwise noted (data
from Salombe (1982) and Sande and Stokhof (1977).

To the west of the Mamasa language area is the Pitu Ulunna Salu (PUS)
subfamily of languages consisting of PUS (also known as Bambam), Aralle-
Tabulahan, Ulumanda', and Pannei. Of these languages PUS is the most closely
related linguistically. It is also the closest geographically. According to Stremrne
(1987:25) the PUS language has on average a 79% lexical similarity with the
Mamasa language. The comparisons in this section will be between the PUS
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language and the northern dialect of Mamasa. Campbell's study of the phonology
of the Salu Mokanam dialect of PUS will be the basis for these comparisons.

10.2.1 Phonemic inventories

Recall that the Mamasa has the following15 consonant phonemes: Ipl, /bl, /wI,
ImI, It/, Id/, N, ttl; In/, lsi, fyI, /kI, 19i, lui, and J?I. The consonant phonemes in .
Toraja are:. /p/, /bl, Im/, It/, leI/, /1/,Irr; In/, lsi, Iy/! /kI, Ig/! Ig/'vand J?I. The consonant
phonemes in PUS are: Ipl, /bl, I~/, ImI,/t/, Id/,/j/ (that IS ldZ/), lsi, In/, /1/, /kI, /g/, /hi,
and Ig/. We see that Toraja lacks the extra bilabial phoneme found in both
Mamasa (/wI) and PUS (/~I), Toraja and Mamasa have lt! whereas PUS has /hi,
Toraja and Mamasa have Iyl whereas PUS has Ij/, also PUS lacks J?I which is found
in both Mamasa and Toraja (note however that [?] does exist in PUS as an
allophone of 1kI).

The vowel phonemes in Toraja are the same five found in Mamasa (JiI, leI, lui,
10/, Ia/). PUS has these five plus I~/.

10.2.2 Distribution

As noted above only four consonant phonemes occur word finally in Mamasa:
/kI, J?/,/n/, and /0/. This same restriction holds for Toraja as well, but in PUS only
/kI and ImI can occur word finally. The following list is illustrative of the
comparisons that can be made across languages (phonetic transcription has been
provided where it differs significantlyfrom the phonemic transcription):

Toraja Mamasa PUS

/beluak/ Jbeluak/ /belwek/ 'hair'
[beluak] [beluai] [belu~?)

Imanuk/ Imanuk/ Im~nek/ 'chicken'
[manui) [manuk] [mcene?]

./bo?bo?1 Jbo?OO?1 /bokbok/ 'cooked rice'
(OO?OO?]

lasag/ lasan/ lasarn/ 'all'

lannanJ lannan/ lannam! 'six'

ItedoTJ! ItedoTJ! Itedom! 'water buffalo'

lilloo/ /illoo/ lill~/ 'nose'

lbaIJkaan/ /baIJkawan/ /baIJka~am/ 'grass roof panel'

luran/ /uran/ luham/ 'rain'



10.2.3 Phonological processes

10.2.3.1 E-Iaxing

In Mamasa the phoneme leI is laxed to [e] in closed syllables except before the
consonants [k], [g], [n], and [?]. There is an sImilar rule in PUS that laxes leI to IE]
except before a nearly identical set of consonants: [k], [n], [?], and [h] (Campbel

(
thiS volume:31). Sande and Stokhof (1977:32) claim that leI is always realized as
e] in the Kesu' dialect of Toraja.

10.2.3.2 Vowel deletion

Perhaps the Mamasa vowel deletion rule and the PUS vowel insertion rule are
two ways of looking at the same phenomenon (refer back to section (6.1.4) for a
full discussion).

10.2.3.3 Weak glottal insertinn

The Mamasa weak glottal insertion rule is contained in the PUS vowel
repetition rule (see sections 6.1.5 and 6.1.4).

10.2.3.4 Nasal assimilation

Generally in Mamasa, Toraja, and PUS, when a morpheme final nasal is
followed by another consonant (excluding glottal stop), the nasal assimilates in one
of the following manners: 1) it the morpheme that contains the nasal is a prefIX
and the following consonant is a continuant then the nasal totally assimilates to that
continuant, 2) if the following consonant is a stop or a nasal than the preceding
nasal will assimilate to the same point of articulation of the following consonant.
This is true for prefIX final nasals as well as for nasals that occur before suffixes and
enclitics. There are some exceptions to this general rule: 1) morpheme final In/
does not assimilate before any consonants in Toraja,15 2) stem final In/ is deleted
before non-back consonants in Mamasa, and 3) there is a deletion rule involving
the nasal in the ~prefIXmeaning 'a, one' in both Mamasa and PUS (san- in Mamasa
and sam- in PUS). In Mamasa the /n/ is deleted before non-back consonants, while
in PUS the 1m! is deleted before non-syllabic phonemes.

Mamasa /tedon-na/ -- > [tedóna] 'his/her buffalo'
Toraj a ItedonMna/ - > tedónna] 'his/her buffalo'
PUS /tedom-na/ --- > tedónna 'his/her buffalo'
Mamasa /san-boni! --- > Isabóni] 'one night'
Toraja /San-boni/ MM_> sanboni] 'one night'
PUS /sam-beni/ --- > sabéni] 'one night'
Mamasa /san-kayu/ > [sankáyuI 'one Jog'
Toraja /san-kayu/ -- > sankáyu 'one log'
PUS /sam-kceju/ __M> sakæju] 'one log'

IS Mills incorrectly makes the generalization that an final consonants do not
show assimilation to suffIX initial consonants in Toraja. He bases his conclusions on
a text recorded by van der Veen. What Mills apparently was unaware of was van
der Veen's decision not to show the assimilation of the phoneme In! in the
orthography for this enviroment (Tammu and van der Veen 1972:xv).
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10.2.3.5 Consonant deletion (PUS)

The above phonological process works on the underlying form of prefixes such
as the Mamasa /um-/ to bring about the surface realizations: [urn], [un], [un], [us],
[ur], and [ul]. This process as applied to prefixes works identically in Mamasa and
Toraja. But in PUS there is an anomaly which gives rise to an extra rule. This
extra rule is a consonant deletion rule that applies only to roots that are marked in
the lexicon (Campbell (this volume:26).Thc; following is an example of this
process in pUS:   

Mamasa PUS
U. form /man-bisak/ /mam-bisæk/
nasal assim. mam-bisak mam-bisæk
cons. del N.A. mam- isæk
k-weakening mam-bisak mam- isæ?
stress mam-bísak mam- ísæ?
surface Imambísak] [mamísæ?l

split wood split wood'

10.2.3.6 N-insertion before possessive suffixes

This seems to be a widespread rule, in that it is found in both PUS (Campbell
(this volume:30)) and Toraja (Salombe (1982:27»), as well as in many other
languages of South Sulawesi (Sirk (1988)).

10.2.3.7 Consonant gemination

It will be recalled that in ~M~amasathe consonants /k/, In/, and /n/ geminate
before suffIxes or clitics with an initial Iii, leI, or 10/. This process is also found in
Toraja, but Salombe does not mention if it occurs with anything other than the
suffix Iii. Salombe (1982:29) states: "Konsonan final (suatu morrem asal) /k/, /nI,
/n/, yang diikuti oleh sufiks -i (sufiks fungsional atau sufiks derivasional), masing-
masing menjadi konsonan /kk/, Inn/, /nn/. " .

There seems to be a counterpart to this rule in PUS, Campbell's 'm:n-
gemination' (this volume:29). His rule states that: "whenever 1m! is followed by an
affix, clitic, or word boundary which is in turn followed by a vowel; the 1m!
geminates becoming [nn]. "

10.2.3.8 IK/ weakening

In Mamasa when a /kI is followed by a suffix or clitic that begins with a non-
back consonant the /k/ is 'weakened' to a glottal stop /?I. There is a generalized
version of this rule in PUS, where it includes all syllable final /k/ (Campbell (this
volume:22) ).

10.2.3.9 Glottal stop sibilantization

When /?I occurs before the suffix -an the glottal is replaced with [s]. This may
seem like a rather strange rule but there are SImilar rules ,in, the same environment
in both PUS and Toraja. In PUS /kI changes to [s] (Campbell (this volume:23)),
while in ~Toraja /?I changes to [r] except if Ir/ occurs previously in the word, in

. which case it changes to [s] (Salombe (1982:30)~.
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10.2.3.10Ia/-deletion

Salombe (1982:30) includes this same process in his list of rules that operate at
stem and suffix boundaries in Toraja. He writes: "Sufiks derivasional -an
kehilangan vokal la/, ill belakang satu morfem asal yang berfonem final vokal /a!."
There IS also a similar rule in PUS that deletes one of the members of the
geminate [rere] (Campbell (this volume:34)).

10.2.3.11 Replacement of /Il/ or /r/ with [d]

Campbell (this volume:39) notes that when the PUS clitic contra-
expectation/surprise/uncertainty clitic /hi/ is preceded by a consonant the /hi of the
clitic is replaced with /d/. There is a similar process in Toraja that replaces the Ir/
in -ra with a [d) when preceded by /n/ and followed by the question clitic
-kil{Tammu and van der Veen (1972:xiv)). The process appears to be even more
limited in Mamasa since it only takes place after the word den 'there is' and before
the question clitic -ka.
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